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### Programme Aim

The programme is aimed at training well-qualified lawyers having broad cross-subject outlook and ready to carry out research and practical work at state institutions, municipal, business and public organizations acting in the fisheries industry, as well as perform research, expert and teaching activity.

- **Programme objectives:**
  - staff members professional training and retraining for state and municipal government systems;
  - learning modern methodological approaches in civil, marine, fishing/international fishing and environmental law of Russia;
  - formation of concepts on civil institutions evolution and current state in the sphere of fisheries industry regulation;
  - the study of Russian fishing industry legislation and its place in the legal system;
  - the study of fisheries legal regulation basics as an area of scientific knowledge;
  - mastering legal techniques;
  - studying modern forms and methods of teaching law.

### Features

Master’s degree students get fundamental knowledge in the field of fisheries industry legal regulation, development of state and legal institutions, state administration, lawmaking and law enforcement, methods of teaching legal disciplines related to the fisheries industry legal regulation.

The programme is based on combining civil disciplines that form fundamental basis of classical legal education with modern findings in legal regulation of the fisheries sector. This combination ensures interdisciplinary approach to training.

A lot of attention is given to studying the latest and most disputable fisheries regulation issues both in home and foreign legal science, general and specific patterns of their formation and functioning throughout history, including the modern period.

The programme is focused on the understanding of real problems in developing fisheries legal regulation basics. Theoretical courses and practical training are focused on in-depth analysis of the problems in modern legislation which is the framework for Russian fisheries sector legal regulation.

Apart from acquiring knowledge and research skills Master students have their practical training and gain some experience of teaching legal disciplines, master online teaching methods and effective methods of teaching law. This will enable students to start a teacher’s career and hold workshops and trainings on fisheries industry legal regulation.

### Job prospects

Graduates of the Master’s degree programme “Legal Regulation of the Fishing Industry” will be able to work at:

- state, municipal and private companies of the fisheries industry;
- state and municipal authorities;
- Russian and foreign companies;
- human rights organizations;
- research and educational institutions.

### Entrance exams
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